A programme specifically designed for women in Humanities & Social Sciences in South Africa

Are you a researcher or student in Humanities or Social sciences in South Africa? Keen to grow your digital and computational skills but not sure where to start?

On 11 August 2022, Neo Putini will take us through the WRITING phase of the research life cycle. She will present and give demos on tools that could be useful for your research write-up.

Become part of our community of technology empowered women!

Neo Putini
Project Coordinator, Language Inc

Neo is a Project Coordinator at Language Inc and a Linguistics Scholar at the University of KwaZulu Natal. Her research interests include Corpus Linguistics, Digital Humanities, and developing under-resourced South African Languages.

Previous recordings and slides at: https://bit.ly/dci-empower

REGISTER: HTTPS://BIT.LY/EMPOWER-2022

@DHCSSza
escalator@talarify.co.za
https://escalator.sadilar.org